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Gyrfalcon

Falco rusticolus

1

Adult, dark morph, probable female

01-07-2020 1:30 PM

Yes

https://ebird.org/pa/checklist/S63137403

Northampton

South of Bath, PA

Keystone Aggregate Products Quarry

40.7081, -75.4114

High smokestack at active quarry surrounded by open agricultural fields,
industry, and rural / small town neighborhoods.

about 500 feet for most of the time, though I did briefly drive into the quarry to
look at it from directly below, which. while closer, was a less satisfying view.

Clear, cool, slightly overcast; facing north so lighting was from the west at that
point in the day.

70mm Nikon spotting scope, cheap binoculars

https://ebird.org/pa/checklist/S63137403


Description

Behavior (be as detailed as
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was doing)

Separation from similar
species (How you eliminated
others)

Discussion – anything else
relevant to the observation
that will aid the committee in
evaluating it:

Large completely dark brown falcon perched atop a prominent high smokestack.
Its back was turned to me most of the time, but it stretched, preened, and was
alertly looking around constantly, so afforded plenty of views of the face. Face
lacked "helmeted" appearance typical of Peregrine and other smaller falcons.
Throat area was the only part of the bird that seemed to be a bit lighter in
coloration, and there was just a bit of light streaking on the breast. This bird had
long, pointed primaries at rest. Tail was intricately barred, and longer than the all
dark wings and primary extension.. Bill was severely hooked at tip. Gray bare
parts at base of bill and pale almond shaped area surrounding eyes were
apparent through scope. Legs were heavily feathered, giving them a false
"muscular" look. This was a big, bulky, magnificently beefy bird. It was roughly
the same size as a pair of Black Vultures that perched next to it for a while. Seen
in flight briefly, wing beats were strong but not rapid; wings pointed in typical
falcon manner.

Perched atop high smokestack for a rather extended period of time. I like to think
it had just had a good meal. It was joined by two Black Vultures for a while,
which it mainly ignored, even when one of the vultures stretched out its wings
and kind of slapped the Gyr in the head a little. I thought that was gracious. It
scratched, preened, stretched, looked around a lot and just sat there for almost
90 minutes. At about 2:50pm, it became especially alert, looking around in all
directions, stretching, etc. It defecated (it's a behavior...), then took off like a
shot, headed southeast, directly and deliberately.

Wing shape alone makes this bird a falcon. No other falcon should be
completely dark overall like this bird. No other falcon would be as bulky; this bird
was more like a large buteo in posture than like a slim Peregrine. Peregrine
would have evidence of some sort of facial stripe or helmet, and would also have
something other than dark plumage on its throat, breast, belly, etc. Peregrines
typically fly with quicker wingbeats, and have longer wings.

This bird (I'm drawing an assumption here in claiming it's one bird, but it seems
reasonable) has been reported sporadically in late fall and winter in the Bath, PA
area, and more widely across the region, since at least late December 2016. I
was able to photograph it in Alpha, NJ on 20 Feb 2018, and at two areas near
this quarry on 28 Feb 2018, 01 Mar 2018 and 12 Nov 2018. There were reports
near Bath, PA in Dec 2017, March 2018, Nov to Dec 2018, and Feb into Mar
2019. Mine is the only report for 2020 that I am aware of. Further afield, this bird
has been reported from Merrill Creek in Warren County NJ, and Alpha
grasslands, also in Warren County NJ. Based on it's large size, I believe this to
be a female. I've had previous encounters with this falcon at much closer range,
including watching it at rest atop a pole from less than 100 feet away in Alpha,
NJ. Male Gyrfalcons tend to be significantly smaller than adult females, and
there is nothing "small" about this bird. According to the BNA account for
Gyrfalcon, the darkest birds tend to originate from the small breeding population
in Labrador and northern Quebec. The area around the Keystone Quarry is
littered with Snow Geese in winter, and serves as a night roost for thousands
(possibly 100,000+) geese at times. Many Snow Goose neck bands are read
here annually, and 100% of these geese originate from northern Quebec. My
assumption (another one...) is that this Gyrfalcon followed these wintering Snow
Geese to our region back in 2017, if not earlier, and has continued to do so ever
since. It has been seen feeding on Snow Goose carcasses in previous years.

The attached photos were taken via iPhone held freehand to my spotting scope.
They are distant, and not very good, though should be good enough for
documentation purposes.
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